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Abstract
We propose to incorporate feature correlation and sequential processing into dense optical flow estimation from
event cameras. Modern frame-based optical flow methods
heavily rely on matching costs computed from feature correlation. In contrast, there exists no optical flow method
for event cameras that explicitly computes matching costs.
Instead, learning-based approaches using events usually
resort to the U-Net architecture to estimate optical flow
sparsely. Our key finding is that the introduction of correlation features significantly improves results compared to previous methods that solely rely on convolution layers. Compared to the state-of-the-art, our proposed approach computes dense optical flow and reduces the end-point error by
23% on MVSEC. Furthermore, we show that all existing optical flow methods developed so far for event cameras have
been evaluated on datasets with very small displacement
fields with maximum flow magnitude of 10 pixels. Based on
this observation, we introduce a new real-world dataset that
exhibits displacement fields with magnitudes up to 210 pixels and 3 times higher camera resolution. Our proposed approach reduces the end-point error on this dataset by 66%.

Figure 1. Optical flow predictions from our proposed approach
trained on our novel optical flow dataset for event-based vision.
The second and third row visualize input event data and images of
the same scene respectively.

Multimedia Material
While earlier top-performing methods were mostly
based on energy minimization techniques [13], current state
of the art is dominated by neural network-based approaches
[35].
Decades of research on image-based optical flow estimation have resulted in impressive results on public benchmarks [23]. However, image-based methods struggle in
presence of motion blur [6] or over-saturated image regions
due to limited dynamic range of image sensors. A promising sensor for optical flow estimation is the event camera.
Event cameras drastically differ from image-based sensors in their way of acquiring data. In contrast to framebased cameras, which capture images at regular intervals,
event cameras report per-pixel brightness changes as a

Video: https://youtu.be/hwWruUwOFIg

1. Introduction
Optical flow estimation is a fundamental computer vision task that informs about movement in image space. It
serves as a fundamental building block for visual odometry
[28] for robotics and AR/VR, autonomous driving [16], action recognition [31], high dynamic range (HDR) imaging
[18], and computational videography [25]. Traditionally,
this problem is formulated as finding pixel correspondences
between two images.
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stream of asynchronous events. For a detailed survey on
event cameras, we refer to [9]. The distinct advantages of
event cameras are high temporal resolution (microseconds),
high dynamic range (> 120 dB), and no motion blur. All
three aspects are essential for high-quality optical flow estimation in real-world applications. However, these advantages are tied to the fundamentally different data format resulting from event cameras.
Effectively extracting motion from an asynchronous
event stream is a non-trivial task. Unlike images, which
can be directly used as input to convolutional neural networks, event data is sparse, irregular, and asynchronous in
nature. Prior work on optical flow estimation from events
proposed spatio-temporal plane-fitting [3], variational optimization based on discretized spatio-temporal volumes [2]
and, more recently, convolutional architectures on preprocessed event data [41, 42, 39]. Similarly to image-based
optical flow, the current state of the art is based on datadriven neural network approaches. These data-driven methods have in common that they are only evaluated for sparse
optical flow prediction while relying on a U-Net architecture [29] to extract motion features from events converted
into a tensor representation.
In contrast to event-based optical flow methods, modern image-based optical flow approaches make use of cost
volumes to extract discriminant features [36, 32, 37, 35].
Typically, a neural network computes image features at a
lower resolution, which are then used to compute feature
correlations between the source and the target descriptors.
The feature correlations are summarized in a cost volume
that is processed with CNN layers [32, 37]. Teed et al. [35]
chose instead to extract features from the cost volume via
an iterative update scheme.
In contrast to prior work, we focus on dense optical flow
estimation for event cameras and utilize cost volumes instead of using the U-Net architecture. First, we show that a
state-of-the-art method designed for images can be adopted
to work exceptionally well on event-data, outperforming all
previously proposed methods consistently. Then, we exploit
the fact that event data is sequential and propose a differentiable warm-starting technique that initializes the flow estimate for the next time step. Differently from previous work
[35], we perform backprogagation through time via the differentiable warm-starting module. Our experiments suggest
that incorporating this warm-starting technique in the training pipeline improves the performance on sequential event
data further. More importantly, our proposed approach can
be directly used for fine-tuning our non-recurrent model for
sequential data because it does not introduce any additional
parameters.
Until now, data driven optical flow methods on events
have solely been evaluated on the MVSEC dataset [41].
Our analysis suggests that the difficulty of this dataset is

very limited. For example, 95% of ground truth flow on the
outdoor evaluation sequence [41] has a magnitude of less
than 3 pixels (see figure 3). Based on this observation, we
extend a recently proposed real-world driving dataset [11]
with optical flow ground truth. This dataset features a maximum flow magnitude of up to 210 pixels and an event camera resolution that is three times higher than MVSEC. We
train and evaluate a state-of-the-art event-based method on
this dataset and show that our proposed approach outperforms existing approaches that have so far only been tested
on MVSEC by 23% EPE (0.27 vs 0.35) and by 66% EPE
(0.79 vs 2.32) on our proposed dataset.
In summary, our contributions are
• The first optical flow approach for event cameras that
is designed and evaluated for dense optical flow estimation.
• The first optical flow method for event cameras, which
utilizes cost volumes and introduces recurrency to incorporate temporal priors. Previous event-based optical flow methods rely on plane fitting, variational optimization or pure CNN layers to estimate optical flow.
• A novel real-world optical flow dataset for event-based
vision with significantly larger pixel displacements,
higher resolution than current datasets, and higher
ground truth quality.
• Controlled experiments and evaluation on both
MVSEC and our proposed dataset that suggest that
both cost volumes and temporal recurrency are powerful concepts for event-based optical flow estimation
outperforming purely convolutional architectures.

2. Related Work
2.1. Learning-based Optical Flow Estimation on
Images
Data-driven approaches for optical flow estimation has
been pioneered by FlowNet [8]. In the following years, optical flow estimation has witnessed great progress through
principled neural network design [40, 14, 15, 21, 33, 34,
37, 35]. As a result a few core ingredients for high performance optical flow estimation have emerged: (i) coarse-tofine processing, (ii) the use of feature correlation volumes,
and (iii) feature warping [40, 14, 15, 21, 33, 34, 37]. Teed
et al. [35] builds on these ideas and extends them by constructing correlation volumes at multiple scales and introducing an iterative approach to extract optical flow from
them, reaching state-of-the-art results on the Sintel[6] and
KITTI[12] benchmarks.
While these methods work well in standard conditions,
their performance is intricately tied to the quality of the images used. These algorithms are thus not able to cope with

image degradations, that occurr in challenging scenarios,
such as in HDR scenes and during high-speed motion.
In this work, we seek to address this intrinsic limitation
of current approaches, by proposing the use of event cameras [20] which do not suffer from motion blur or limited
dynamic range.

2.2. Event-based Optical Flow
Algorithmic methods for event-based optical flow estimation can be summarized in three categories. First, iterative asynchronous methods inspired by [4, 10] by the wellknown Lucas-Kanade algorithm [22]. The latter also leverages image data for photometric feature tracking. Second,
plane fitting methods [5, 24] that exploit the local plane-like
shape of spatio-temporal event streams. Third, variational
optimization based approaches [2, 26] that incorporate image data [26] or simultaneously estimate image intensity
[2]. These methods directly work on event data and often incorporate strong assumptions, such as brightness constancy
[2, 26], into their models. In contrast, our approach learns
abstractions and priors from data and does not rely on such
assumptions.
Another line of research pursues learning-based approaches and exclusively adopts the self-supervised learning framework [42, 19, 38, 27, 41]. Supervision is either
provided by images [41, 42, 19] or events only [38, 27].
However, these methods, except for [38], choose to mask
their optical flow prediction for evaluation due to limiting
accuracy in regions where no events are present. On the
other hand, Ye et al. [38] assume that the scene is static and
predict optical flow via depth and ego-motion. All aforementioned approaches have in common that they use the
U-Net architecture to directly estimate and evaluate sparse
optical flow from event representations. In contrast to above
methods, we predict and evaluate dense optical flow, make
explicit use of longer temporal history, and leverage correlation features from cost volumes to estimate pixel correspondences for large displacements. Finally, we depart from
the common theme of using a U-Net architecture for eventbased optical flow estimation while at the same time outperforming existing methods consistently on multiple datasets.

2.3. Datasets for Event-based Optical Flow
To the best of our knowledge, there are currently only
three event camera datasets that contain optical flow ground
truth data. Table 1 summarizes and relates them to our novel
proposed dataset.
DVSFLOW16 [30] and DVSMOTION20 [1] are two
small datasets designed for evaluating event-based optical flow algorithms for rotational camera motion in indoor
scenes. Due to their small size and restricted camera motion, they are not well suited for training and evaluation of
neural network based approaches.

More closely related to our work is the MVSEC dataset
[41]. It contains 5 driving sequences and 4 indoor sequences
in the same environment. Groundtruth optical flow data is
computed from lidar odometry and mapping for the outdoor scenes. However, there are three major limitations of
this dataset. First, the ground truth quality is impaired by
the lack of proper handling of occlusions and moving objects. Second, the resolution of the event cameras is low
with only 0.1 Megapixels leading to small pixel displacements. We analyze this aspect in detail in section 4. Finally,
MVSEC does not introduce a clear train and test split [41].
For example, the authors evaluate their proposed method on
the outdoor day 1 sequence but also train on this sequence
to evaluate on the indoor sequences. We address all these
shortcomings by proposing a novel dataset free of ambiguities from occlusions and artifacts from moving objects, 3
times higher camera resolution, and a well-defined training
and test split with established metrics to foster reproducibility.

3. Approach
Our approach takes inspiration from recent work on twoframe optical flow estimation [35]. However, instead of
images, we use consecutive packets of events, which we
convert to tensor-like event representations that are compatible with standard CNNs. Two CNN encoders with
shared weights create a feature embedding to compute an
all-pairs correlation volume at 1/8-th of the original resolution. The same encoder architecture, but with a different
set of weights, is used to encode context features for further
processing. Both outputs are used in an iteration scheme to
extract per pixel flow, as proposed in [35]. We then extend
this formulation to a temporally recurrent architecture, that
processes sequences of event packets, by leveraging differentiable warmstarting of optical flow (Sec. 3.3).

3.1. Problem Definition
Dense optical flow estimation is commonly defined as
the task of finding pixel correspondences between two images Ii and Ij [23, 6] denoted as flow Fi→j . For event cameras, we are interested in the analog setting of finding pixel
correspondence Fti →tj between two timestamps ti and tj
given events in between both timestamps. In other words,
our setting is strictly sequential in contrast to image-based
optical flow estimation. For the sake of concise notation,
the remaining text refers to Fti →tj as Fi→j .
Different from frame-based cameras that acquire images at a specific rate, event cameras respond to brightness changes in the scene asynchronously and independently for each pixel. They do this by maintaining a perpixel reference log intensity. As soon as a sufficient deviation from this memorized value is detected, an event is
triggered and the memorized value is updated. An event

Dataset
DVSFLOW16
DVSMOTION20
MVSEC
Ours

Train/Test Split

Groundtruth Quality

8
8
(8)
4

high
high
medium/low
high

Resolution (MP)

Translational Motion

Outdoor

8
8
4
4

8
8
4
4

0.05
0.1
0.1
0.3

Table 1. Comparison of existing event camera datasets for optical flow estimation.

ek (t) = (xk , yk , t, pk ) is a tuple containing information
about its pixel location (xk , yk ), the exact trigger time t
as well as the 1-bit polarity pk that indicates whether the
brightness change was positive or negative. We define a
sequence of events between time ti and tj as E(ti , tj ) :=
he(t)|t ∈ [ti , tj ]i.

3.2. RAFT for Event Data
Previous approaches for event-based optical flow estimation with neural networks build an input representation
given event data between ti and ti+1 = ti + ∆t and directly regresses optical flow Fi→i+1 [41, 42, 27]. Instead,
we propose to regress Fi→i+1 from two short consecutive
event sequences E(ti−1 , ti ) and E(ti , ti+1 ).
Our baseline approach builds on the RAFT architecture
[35]. We choose this architecture due to its extensibility to sequential data that we describe in detail in section
3.3. RAFT uses three feature embeddings to compute optical flow. First, two feature embeddings are created with a
shared encoder to compute a cost volume. Second, a context
encoder with a different set of weights creates features that
are directly used by a GRU update block [7] in an iterative
update scheme.
To adopt this idea for event data, we need to build an
event representation that is compatible with CNN layers.
Our idea is to split a short sequence of event data into two
subsequences. More specifically, we select an event sequence Ei = E(ti−1 , ti ) where ti−1 = ti − ∆t and a second event sequence Ei+1 = E(ti , ti+1 ). For each event sequence, we create a volumetric voxel grid representation of
event data [42]. It discretizes the time dimension but is able
to retain most of the temporal aspect of events through bilinear interpolation in time. The feature correlation encoder
produces a feature embedding from Ei and Ei+1 while the
context encoder only receives the event representation of
Ei+1 . The reason for this is that events between ti to ti+1
contain more accurate contextual information for the prediction of Fi→i+1 than events before time ti .

3.3. Differentiable Warm-Starting of Optical Flow
This section elaborates on a method to incorporate flow
priors from previous time steps not only in the evaluation
but also in the training of the model.
By default, the RAFT architecture initializes the flow estimate Fi→i+1 with 0. Given sequential data, it is also pos-

sible to initialize the optical flow from the last prediction
[35]. Different from prior work, we propose to implement
this initialization step in a differentiable manner and incorporate the warm-starting module in the training. By doing
this, the neural network can incorporate temporal priors and
backpropagate gradients through time. The proposed warmstarting module does not introduce any additional parameters and can be added to already trained networks for further
finetuning. The overall approach is visualized in figure 2.
Our goal is to reuse the previous flow prediction Fi−1→i
to initialize the iterative update module that eventually estimates Fi→i+1 . However, simply copying the previous flow
estimate to initialize the current one would not take into account that the source pixel location changed according to
the flow itself. Instead, the flow has to be forward warped
to the next timestamp. We achieve this through forward
warping of the flow predictions. In forward warping, multiple source pixels can map to the same target pixel leading to
ambiguities, which is why we perform average splatting in
the target pixel space. We do this by normalizing the warped
flow with the weights derived from the bilinear kernel. In
summary, the flow Fi→i+1 is initialized with the previous
flow prediction Fi−1→i in the following way:
g(xi ) = xi + Fi→i+1 (xi )
(1)
P
∀xi−1 kb (x − g(xi−1 ))Fi−1→i (xi−1 )
P
Fi→i+1 (x) =
∀xi−1 kb (x − g(xi−1 ))
(2)
where
kb (a) = max{0, 1 − |ax |} · max{0, 1 − |ay |}

(3)

is the bilinear interpolation kernel. These operations are
subdifferentiable and can directly be implemented in deep
learning frameworks such as PyTorch.

3.4. Supervision
We supervise all methods on the L1 distance between
optical flow prediction and groundtruth. The loss function
for our method is defined as
L=

Nk
Ni X
X
i=1 k=1

gt
k
γ Nk −k ||Fi→i+1
− Fi→i+1
||1

(4)
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Figure 2. Our proposed recurrent approach for event-based optical flow estimation. The architecture computes a cost volume C from two
subsequent event representations. Another context encoder f intializes the hidden state of the GRU update unit and provides additional
semantic priors. Our proposed warping module fuses different timestamps together and facilitates propagation of information through time.

where Ni is the sequence length, Nk the number of iteration
gt
steps per timestep, Fi→i+1
the groundtruth for time i, and
k
Fi→i+1 the prediction at the kth iteration at time i. We set
γ = 0.8.

4. Driving Event-Based Flow (DEF) Dataset
This section introduces our proposed optical flow dataset
that overcomes the major shortcomings of the MVSEC optical flow dataset [41]. Our proposed dataset extends the
publicly available DSEC dataset [11] which contains disparity ground truth obtained from a rotating Lidar. It features VGA resolution event cameras which have 3.4 times
the number of pixels compared to the Davis346 used in the
MVSEC dataset. Another advantage of the DSEC dataset
is that the disparity maps are cleaned from occlusions, and
Lidar points on moving objects have been removed with a
stereo matching filtering technique. These aspects build a
foundation for our extension of this dataset to optical flow
ground truth.
We utilize the intrinsic and extrinsic calibration data for
each sequence to reproject the disparity map into 3D. We
then use the odometry ground truth from the dataset to estimate the forward and backward optical flow at 10 Hz assuming that the scene is static. However, we noticed that,
even though most lidar points on dynamic objects have been
removed via the proposed filtering technique [11], some
points remain on the dynamic objects. To ensure accurate
optical flow ground truth, we manually inspect the whole

dataset and extract all parts of sequences that contain static
environments. The resulting dataset contains 7800 training
samples and 2100 test samples in 24 sequences at day and
night. Figure 4 shows examples of optical flow predictions
on this dataset.
An important aspect that indicates the difficulty of an optical flow dataset is the distribution of pixel displacement
magnitudes. Typically, smaller pixel displacements are easier to predict accurately, in absolute error, than large displacements [6]. On the other hand, estimating long-range
correspondences has proven to be key for accurate, driftfree optical flow estimation for high-speed video [17]. Consequently, it is important to device methods and datasets
that address both small and large displacements.
Figure 3 analyzes displacement distribution of our
dataset and compares the ground truth flow magnitudes of
DEF with MVSEC. Optical flow ground truth for MVSEC
is originally provided at 20 Hz. However, following initial evaluation of Zhu et al. [41], recent work also evaluates on temporally upsampled ground truth at frame rate
[19, 42, 38] at approximately 45 Hz.
Figure 3 also shows that our dataset consists of drastically higher displacement fields than MVSEC. 80 % of optical flow magnitudes on MVSEC are lower than 4 pixels.
For the upsampled version this value decreases to mere 1.7
pixels. In stark contrast, DEF reaches 22 pixel flow magnitude for the 80 % percentile.
For further analysis, we also normalize the flow magnitudes by the image width. The 80 % percentile for our

dataset is 3.4 % while MVSEC reaches 1.3 % and 0.5 %
respectively. This indicates that DEF is more challenging
even when normalized with respect to the resolution of the
camera.

4.1. Evaluation Procedure

Cumulative Distribution Function

Our test set consists of approximately 2100 ground truth
flow maps in seven different sequences. We evaluate optical flow predictions based on the end-point-error (EPE)
and also compute the N -pixel errors (N PE) that indicate
the percentage of flow errors higher than N pixels in magnitude. We compute N PE for N equals 3, 2 and 1 for coarse
to fine analysis of flow outliers, but consider the EPE as the
default metric since it provides the most accurate measure
of flow accuracy.

1.0

for data augmention on all datasets. We also set the number of iterations per timestep, Nk in equation 4, to 12 for
training and evaluation on both datasets.

5.1. MVSEC
On MVSEC we train our approach with differentiable
warm-starting from scratch with sequence length 2 on the
outdoor day 2 sequence. After 10 epochs, we increase the
sequence length to 5. We follow prior work and train, and
evaluate on the temporally upsampled ground truth. The
upsampled ground truth is post-processed to the frame-rate
of the camera frames approximately at 45 Hz. Additionally,
we also train, and evaluate EV-FlowNet and our method on
the provided ground truth without any modifications to render the task more challenging.
Note that we also report 3-pixel errors on MVSEC to
stay consistent with prior work in table 2, although 3PE is
typically zero.

0.8
0.6
0.4
MVSEC (upsampled)
0.2
0.0

MVSEC
Ours
0

20
40
Displacement Mag. [px]

60

Figure 3. Cumulative Distribution of flow magnitudes normalized
by the number of pixels in image width. Our dataset consists of
significantly higher optical flow than the MVSEC variants. ∗ indicates that the dataset ground truth has been temporally upsampled
according to Zhu et. al [41]

5. Experiments
We evaluate our method on MVSEC [41] and our proposed dataset DEF. The published baselines are exclusively
self-supervised methods that have been trained and evaluated on the MVSEC dataset. Since we are interested in understanding the full potential of existing approaches in comparison to our method, we retrain the EV-FlowNet [41, 42]
architecture on both MVSEC and DEF with direct supervision from scratch. Note that the EV-FlowNet architecture,
which was also used in [42], achieved the lowest EPE of
all baselines in the sparse evaluation summarized in table
2.1 We optimize the learning rate for each method separately and perform horizonal flipping and random cropping
1 ECN [38] computes static optical flow only indirectly via depth and
ego-motion. Therefore, the comparison is not fair.

Sparse vs. Dense Prior work often masks the optical flow
predictions to the pixel locations where events triggered
[41, 42, 19, 27]. Since not all methods are open source, we
compare against our approaches and the supervised baseline at upsampled ground truth. Table 2 shows that the metrics are consistently lower when the evaluation is performed
with masked ground truth. The sparse EPE is 11% lower
compared to the dense EPE. Hence, dense optical flow prediction is a more difficult task on MVSEC. With a dense
EPE of 0.27 and sparse EPE of 0.24, our approach outperforms the sparse and dense baselines and methods proposed
in the literature.
Supervised vs. Self-Supervised Our approach and the
retrained EV-FlowNet baseline are the only supervised networks in the literature on this dataset. Regardeless of sparse
or dense evaluation, supervised methods generally outperform self-supervised methods. The worse performing supervised baseline, EV-FlowNet, achieves a sparse EPE of
0.31 while Zhu et al. [42] reach 0.32 EPE. We hypothesize
that the EPE error advantage of supervised learning methods would be significantly higher if MVSEC ground truth
optical flow would be of higher quality.
Temporally Upsampled vs Original Groundtruth Rate
Table 3 illustrates the performance of supervised EVFlowNet and our method on MVSEC without ground truth
upsampling. The direct comparison of our method and the
supervised EV-FlowNet on both MVSEC versions reveils
that the EPE of our approach is 23 % lower in both cases.
Hence, the original (20 Hz) optical flow of MVSEC does
not yet reveil additional insights with respect to the performance of estimating larger displacement fields. The experiments of the next section 5.2 addresses this challenge.

Loss Type

Dense
EPE

1PE

3PE

Sparse
EPE

1PE

3PE

Back to Event Basics [27]
Spike-FlowNet [19]
ECN * [38]
EV-FlowNet [41]
Zhu et. al [42]

E
I
E
I
E

0.35
-

-

0.0
-

0.92
0.84
0.30
0.49
0.32

-

5.4
0.0
0.2
0.0

EV-FlowNet [41]
Ours

S
S

0.35
0.27

3.7
1.7

0.0
0.0

0.31
0.24

1.6
1.7

0.0
0.0

Table 2. MVSEC results at temporally upsampled optical flow ground truth at around 45 Hz. Supervision type E refers to event-based
loss, I to image-based (photometric) loss, and S to supervised learning. ∗ indicates that this method predicts optical flow via depth and
ego-motion. Best performance in bold and second best in italic. We do not highlight the 3PE as it is zero for almost all methods.

Dense

EV-FlowNet [41]
Ours

Sparse

EPE

1PE

3PE

EPE

1PE

3PE

0.61
0.47

15.6
9.2

0.45
0.24

0.53
0.46

10.7
7.5

0.60
0.49

Table 3. MVSEC results at original ground truth rate of 20 Hz.
Best performance in bold.

Nonetheless, the 1-pixel error increases substantially for
both methods. This is, of course, expected because the optical flow magnitudes increase due to the larger time windows.

5.2. DEF
On the DEF dataset we perform horizontal flipping and
random cropping to 288 pixels in height and 384 pixels in
width. We train our non-recurrent approach with a learning
rate of 10−4 with Adam for 40 epochs until convergence.
Then, we introduce the differentiable warm-starting with a
sequence length of 3 and train for another 6 epochs with random cropping. Finally, we reduce the learning rate by a factor of 10 and fine-tune on the full resolution for evaluation.
For a fair comparison, we apply the same fine-tuning schedule to the non-recurrent architecture as well as the baseline
model.
Table 4 compares our approach against the baseline
method. Our method achieves an EPE of 0.79 which is 2.9
times lower than EV-FlowNet with an EPE of 2.32. To our
surprise, EV-FlowNet does not perform comparably in DEF.
This is different to the MVSEC experiments where the performance difference between our method and EV-FlowNet
was in a comparable range. A possible explanation is that
EV-FlowNet was designed on MVSEC to work for small
pixel displacements.

5.3. Ablation Study
This section introduces our ablation studies that highlight the significance of different modules. We perform

EV-FlowNet [41]
Ours

EPE

1PE

2PE

3PE

2.32
0.79

55.4
12.5

29.8
4.7

18.6
2.7

Table 4. Evaluation on our DEF dataset. Best performance in bold.

these ablation studies both on the DEF dataset and on the
MVSEC dataset. Table 5 summarizes the results of the
ablation study that focuses on warm-starting strategies in
combination with different evaluation and training combinations.
The baseline method (Ours w/o WS) is the proposed
non-recurrent architecture applied to event data and does
not incorporate any warm-starting in training or evaluation.
DEF Dataset On the DEF dataset, the baseline approach
performs better compared to evaluating the same method
with warm-starting. That is without incorporating warmstarting in the training. Surprisingly, it also outperforms
both evaluation protocols that involve 100 iterations per
timestep, regardless whether we train and evaluate with
warm-starting or not. Our proposed approach, which incorporates warm-starting in the training and evaluation, outperforms the ablated methods with 5.3 % lower EPE of 0.79.
MVSEC Dataset The results on the MVSEC ablation similarly suggest that training and evaluating with
warm-starting is superior to the aforementioned variations.
However, differently from DEF, purely evaluating with
warm-starting (without training) leads to lower errors
than not using warm-starting at all. Still, the model that
also incorporates training with the warm-starting module
achieves 4.2 % lower EPE than the closest ablated method
(training + evaluation + 100 iterations).
Overall, the effect of incorporating warm-starting into
the fine-tuning procedure improves the performance consistently by a few percent on both datasets. Surprisingly, such

Figure 4. Qualitative examples of optical flow predictions on the DEF test set. Best viewed in PDF format. From left to right: Image for
visualization only, events visualized as image, EV-Flownet, our approach, and the ground truth. While EV-FlowNet does produce very
noisy optical flow, our proposed approach is able to produce very sharp boundaries consistently.

Ours w/o WS
Ours eval WS
Ours w/o WS: 100 iters
Ours train & eval WS: 100 iters
Ours train & eval WS

DEF
EPE

1PE

2PE

3PE

MVSEC
EPE

1PE

0.83
0.88
0.87
0.88
0.79

13.5
14.1
14.9
15.1
12.5

5.2
5.6
5.9
6.0
4.7

3.0
3.3
3.4
3.5
2.7

0.53
0.51
0.60
0.49
0.47

12.2
10.9
16.3
10.0
9.2

Table 5. Ablation study on DEF and MVSEC. Best performance in bold. WS refers to warm-starting optical flow from the previous
estimated optical flow. eval WS means that warm-starting is only used at inference time without training with warm-starting beforehand.

gains are not consistent in our experiments if we only add
warm-starting at inference time as reported in [35].

6. Conclusion
This work proposes an alternative approach to eventbased optical flow estimation by adopting design choices
from frame-based optical flow estimation and modifying the
method to integrate with event-based input. We show that
the proposed method drastically outperforms baseline methods on two datasets, which suggests that the commonly used
U-Net architecture in the event-based literature is a subop-

timal choice for the task at hand. A key contribution of this
work is a novel optical flow dataset that addresses the major shortcomings of existing event-based datasets. We show
that training on our dataset leads to high-quality optical flow
predictions that are unattainable with previous event-based
vision datasets.
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